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A. O'DRISCOLL 
Editorial 
It is well occasionally to reflect on things normally taken 
for granted, and to-day, with ploughshares being beaten into 
swords, we can, with profit, consider an old recruiting cry, "To 
Save Civilisation." Coined during the great war before the 
one we now approach, it still does duty, and in varying forms, 
rattles against the teeth of public speakers with the noisy 
urgency of a machine gun. 
And it is a matter of the utmost urgency. Never before 
has there been such a need for the defence of Western civiliza­
tion; but the enemy is within and cannot be fought with 
armies. Our world is very ill, and the cause of its illness is a 
surfeit of armaments. 
In the mad world of 1939, every country staggers under a 
tremendous debt due to the current fashion for arming to the 
teeth. The cause is fear-fear which has grown directly out 
of the hatred of 1919, when a people, who had no share in 
directing the policy of their country, but had to suffer for it 
in the misery of war and starvation, were made to suffer more 
after the war was ended, as a retribution on the leaders whom 
they could in no way control. Perhaps it seemed the easiest 
way out then, to make a joss of the German people, and beat 
it violently, but the men responsible and the people who sup­
ported them must feel that responsibility rest heavily now. 
For out of the wounded pride of the German people, rose 
Hitler and the Nazi regime. 
Hatred is a curious thing. To many people it can become 
as pleasurable an emotion as love, and when to this is added 
the further pleasure of being one of a crowd all with the same 
feelings , you have the circumstances which led to the smashing 
of shop windows with German names over them from 1914-18 
in British countries, and which cause Jew-baiting and pogroms 
in Germany to-day. 
With the propaganda used by governments to whip up 
their peoples to hysteria, a negative and perverted sort of 
patriotism has appeared, which seeks to glorify its own nation 
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by the hatred and vilification of others. By degrees all govern­
ments are coming to this. It is regarded as unfortunate but 
inevitable that such a policy should lead, for countless units of 
humanity, to the sudden termination of physical existence. 
They may be burst to shreds by high explosive, or have their 
internal economy irreparably deranged by the intrusion of 
some foreign body, such as a slug of lead, a piece of iron, or a 
steel blade. Of course many may suffer nothing worse than 
loss of limbs or sight, while large numbers may live for a con­
siderable time after the war; perhaps it is true, somewhat in­
convenienced by corrosion of the external tissues with chemi­
cals and the subsequent development of skin cancers, or with a 
certain degree of annoyance from tuberculosis, due to the in­
halation of too small a quantity of poison gas to cause 
immediate death. 
This ardent nationalism which, using the mob-hatred prin­
ciple, can give rise to the trifling ills of humanity just men­
tioned, is fostered by the people responsible for directing that 
very solid and respected firm, Messrs. Vickers-Krupp-Skoda­
Schneider, Unlimited, and its various offshoots. By a pleasing 
paradox, these gentlemen may also be called true inter­
nationalists, since the assiduity with which they fan the sacred 
flame in Britain, France, and Poland is only paralleled by their 
enthusiasm for the same cause in Germany, Italy, and Spain. 
They command us to praise, not famous men nor our 
fathers who begat us, but the bright flowers of civilization 
decking the world's grey hairs-the machine gun, the bombing 
'plane, poison gas, and the tank. For these, they tell us, are 
greater than famous men, more potent than our fathers. 
Through them shall we win to undying glory, and slumber in 
heroic graves. 
If, perversely, any of us should consider humanity worthy 
of a higher fate, we must abandon National Hates. There are 
men of goodwill who feel this in every country, and the best 
hope of making this world a fit place to live in and not an 
armament manufacturer's paradise, is for us all to bend our 
energies to giving this international body of goodwill coherence 
and direction, to make it a living force in the destinies of 
humanity. It has never been so badly needed at any time in 
the world's history. 
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Peace and War 
It is Anzac Day. 
Twenty-four years will soon have passed since we, in Bris­
bane, read the first casualty list. 
I am not going to assume that all, even most, of those who 
had then died, had enlisted to make war against war. Some 
had, however. Those of us who knew them, whose names are on 
the marble tablet at the entrance of our Main Hall, remember 
that there were such. 
It is Anzac Day: we are at peace, a sort of peace which may 
or may not still be when Galmahra appears. 
The war was won: what we have lost is the victory. Those 
who enlisted in a gambling spirit for adventure or glory, have 
drawn their lot and got their due. Those who were persuaded 
to enlist in a war against war have been swindled; those of them 
who died; died in vain. 
Is it worth fighting again? Can war be ended? 
These two questions seem to answer each other: if we do 
not fight again, then war is ended; if war cannot be ended, then 
we must fight again. 
It is not so simple as it seems. War is but a kind of fighting: 
a scuffle between burglars and policemen is a fight; but it is 
not a war. There is no war except between masses of men 
organised and equipped for the very purpose of fighting. 
Fighting for what? 
For Glory, poets have answered. 
That Glory is gained by fighting i do believe; but not that 
wars are started to gain such a thing, unless it be by lunatics. 
Glory is a by-product of war. Achilles won glory when he 
avenged Patroclus; but it was not for glory's sake the Greeks 
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~'Sailed for Troy; and whether we or the other side started ' the 
last war we need not discuss now, for in neither alternative was 
it done for glory. No: wars have sometimes been started for 
conquest, for taking what those starting it acknowledged was 
not their own: so far as Paris started the war by carrying off 
Helen, such was the case; so far as the Greeks did the starting, 
was it to regain possession; or to punish a trespass? Or did the 
'Trojans as a whole really start it by shielding the wrongdoer 
and preventing Menelaus from recovering his own? Or, perhaps 
again, did the war start because the Greeks claimed that he had 
a right to Helen; and the Trojans, that she had a right to change 
her husband for another, a divorce right: in which case there 
was no major premise upon which the parties could agree to 
·argue the case, or an arbitrator arrive at a decision. 
Here are three kinds of wars: Wars for conquest; wars for 
redress; and that primeval war, pre-existing to any peace, which 
·people have in mind when they tell us that war is in Nature, 
..at the root of it. 
But no: such war is not war; it is more fighting which is at 
the root of Nature. When that mere fighting has once induced 
·men to organise and equip themselves for increasing their 
chances of winning, then and then only does war begin; and with 
war between such organised groups, peace within each group, 
then, too, does Natural Selection come into play: with each 
war, organisation improves; tactics, strategy, discipline, drill, 
commissariat, munition making, information collecting: pro­
gress, you may call it. And the more war becomes war indeed, 
deadly and costly, the more peace becomes peaceful: this you 
must call progress; but both develop side by side. 
There are differences, however: even extermination ex­
tends the area over which the VIctors spread with their laws and 
their internal peace. Otherwise, some kind of understanding 
·must be arrived at between the belligerents: sometimes the 
stronger enslave the weaker, with the same extension of their 
particular brand of peace as if the latter had been exterminated; 
more often, common boundaries are agreed upon, with definite 
rights and duties to safeguard necessary or profitable inter­
course. Sooner or later flaws are discovered in the provisions 
:made, developments occur which could not be foreseen: the 
primeval state of anarchy again comes to the surface; but this 
time, between organised groups, not as mere fighting, but as 
aggravated war. 
It is that aggravated war against which we thought we were 
making war. 
Shall we have to make war against it once more; or can we 
without one more war, make a real peace, out of the sort of 
peace we live in? 
That sort of peace cannot last: the densest intellect must 
realise it: if war does not put an end to armament competition, 
bankruptcy must; and bankruptcy on that scale spells revolu­
tion, that is, civil war, worse than the other kind. 
But how are we to disarm, if we do not trust one another; 
and how can we trust one another once men in control of power­
ful armaments have asserted that treaties are abrogated by the 
mere fact that they are no longer convenient, have acted on that 
assumption, and still have no occasion to repent for their action. 
What is to be done? 
Fight, yes, fight, not in war only, but in peace also; not by 
and by but now; not for conquest, nor for redress; but for a 
clearer definition of rights and duties; for a mutual under­
standing of respective needs, on which rights and duties have 
their foundation; for a fair adjustment between those needs, 
which a definition of rights and duties should have for its aim, 
so that, as far as we can, their conflict should be turned into 
concord. 
We have had more than enough of silly discourses about a 
universal urge to power: silly is the word unless the purpose is 
defined which the power is to serve. Hitler and Mussolini are 
powerful; they can call upon droves of policemen and soldiers 
to protect them and do their bidding; but they would not dare 
advertise an intention of taking an unprotected stroll in the 
safest street in Berlin or Rome, unless they felt sure nobody 
would believe them. A battleship is powerful against a canoe; 
but no more powerful against another battleship than a canoe 
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against another canoe; and I fancy the making of canoes is 
healthier than the making of battleships. 
For which purpose can we reasonably seek power, but te 
keep our own and one another's minds full of pleasant feelings 
and tr ue thoughts? We can hardly do that without a healthy 
body; and a body cannot long remain healthy unless its sur­
roundings provide what it needs for a life course determined 
from its birth by its heredity. 
The ultimate problem of peace is not to preserve or change 
the boundaries of States, the distribution of property rights or 
the rate at which currency is to be paid for labour: all these are 
but means ; the aim is to transform, as much as can be, into 
voluntary help the accidental hindrance which we oppose to one 
another in our efforts to satisfy the needs which we, with our 




An aboriginal beneath the 
Old Fig Tree, Creek Street. 
Time and the ageless Messenger of Dawn 
Across grey hills and summer's lank brown grass, 
Who knew all unknown things ere thou were born 
And saw the Ancient Tribes dwell here and pass, 
Yet cannot tell to what far hunting ground 
Or vast illimitable plains of West sunbouncl 
By singing rivulet and wattle trees, 
Beside a barren shore of salt-encrusted seas; 
Time that has shed her years, dry, rustling, dead, 
Before the fury of a thousand winds, 
As gumleaves in the grass when Winter's fled 
And Spring rains hide the promise she rescinds 
Of cold hard sunset on a barren peak, 
And a cold star ... Spring that has tossed the wild 
Clematis over the old mountains bleak, 
And echoes the shout of some forest child. 
Time standing sentinel upon those hills 
Watching the pageant with a jesting mouth, 
Who saw with that unheeding glance that kills, 
Australia dreaming in her golden youth, 
Has heard long since a Kookaburra laugh 
At break of day when he and thou were young, 
_Flinging those notes into the wind like chaff 
In the rustling dawn when thy song was sung. 
For Time with ashen face sees all things fade­
With imperturable equanimity, 
And with unequal measure all things made 
Unmakes, unheedingly, and knows no pity; 
Therefore to her must thou raise up thy hands,. 
And thus to thee, sage in thy years, do we, 
0 strong free Mother of the forest bands, 
For comfort in our last extremity. 
Gay was the hour when you attained this height,.. 
Burst over green domed forest, down and hill, 
And in the dark cloud shadows cast a light 
While busy native bees caught up the thrill: 
But youth has gone long since with tired face, 
And the old jocund playmates, one after one, 
In wind and driving rain with weary pace, 
And thou alone can tell what Time has done. 
I dimly feel the things that you will see 
In the night mist that creeps upon the river, 
Strange whisperings I hear of what will be, 
Among your troubled leaves ... and shiver ... 
A tall city that out-tops you far, 
A myriad lights aglimmer in the night 
Where the slow waters slip towards the bar, 
And the machines' deep-throated roar of might. 
And as men long for dawn when the pale light 
First quivers in the trees, passionately, 
Athirst shall we desire you day and night 
When the slow fever burns impatiently; 
Cool shade and water wimpling at your feet, 
The pattern of broad leaves against the sky, . 
And where the moss is thick a smell of peat, 
There a curled brown leaf goes floating by. 
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Unwept and without pity shall we go 
Into the silent Western places: 
And only thou hereafter ever know 
With what heartache and with what sullen faces 
Turned our footsteps from the rising moon, 
Set our hearts upon the ranges in the West 
To make our fires beneath a pine tree soon, 
And a lone star that stands upon the crest. 
Day after day, for us there is no rest­
In the pale dawn we issue forth 
To a new land, the old land in the breast; 
Day after day, the Ibis winging North 
Utters a sombre cry full overhead, 
And as the night wind moans in the belah 
Is the young gins' lay of the old life we led­
By straggling watercourse and Coolibah. 
0 Mother, thou who cannot ever know 
What loneliness is at the heart of Man, 
Sweet Mistress of a city's weeping sorrow 
Shalt thou stand with deep calm eyes and scan 
The pallid faces passing in the street, 
To lap them round with coolness and deep shade 
And the clean smell of hay where horses eat, 
Unheeding the new troubles men have made. 
W. R. PECHEY 
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Design 
J. G. SACHS 
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Lament for Battered Books 
In a Library. 
Poor prostitutes beloved by none, 
Hired by many; fading in the sun, 
Spoiled by the crease 
Of carelessness, and blotched with grease 
From slovenly lunches gulped in haste­
Swallowed too fast, like you, to yield a taste, 
Yours was a swift and piteous decline 
Since your first patron with a line 
Of his hard pencil, marked what he approved, 
Wrote where he disapproved 
Beside the mute print powerless to reply. 
Someday you'll lie 
Under the bones of the best sellers, deep 
In a dusty shop, sixpence a heap. 
R. A. BEVEN. 
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Tristesse Sans Cause 
From Verlaine. 
Tears fall within my heart 
As the rain in the town. 
What is this languid smart 
Ever piercing my heart? 
0 sweet song of the rain 
On earth and on the roofs! 
For a heart drowsed in pain 
0 the song of the rain. 
Tears faH for no reason 
Within this listless heart. 
No betrayal, no treason? 
This grief has no reason. 
'Tis far the sharpest pain 
To know not why my heart 
Free from love and the bane 
Of hate should feel such pain. 
R. A. BEVEN. 
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Song of the River Spirits 
The beating wings of the sun are stayed 
From gold he faints to pallid silver, 
The loud trwnpets of the sunsets fade 
Their echoes come more faintly ever. 
Dreaming river 
Sleep thou now in the peace of night 
Now are the clamours of the day past 
Now is the sky with Venus bright, 
Soon in our arms the stars lie fast 
Till morning light. 
DONALD MACFARLANE.. 
Lament for A Dryad 
White falls the winter's kiss 
And his breath is a-cold. 
Gone is the summer's love 
The summer's warm perfume 
And the sap-rising in my love 
And the swallows are gone. 
Iron skies press round her head, 
Her dry leaves clash together, 
Now there is left to me 
Only her low complaint, only cold death 





You silly little fool, suppose that they 
Should praise you as you lie cold, lapped in clay­
What good is it?-your gifts, your virtues all 
Damp clods of earth that on your body fall. 
Will Charon say, think you, this dust and stench 
These bones and ashes were a learned wench. 
PETER CONNOLLY. 
Observation 
The people of Melbourne 
Are frightfully well-born. 
Of much the same kidney 
Is the Beau Monde of Sydney. 
South Australia possesses a Culture, 
But in Queensland the people insult yer, 
And don't 'ardly know they've been rude, 
They're that ignorant, common and crude. 




Chagrin of A Romantic 
I. 
IWlt 
the tears of men, 
generations of men, 
wear a grimy channel over their cheeks 
their sorrow is grotesque, their misery 
ridiculous and futile. 
lachrimae 
successive rings on the world's bath-tubs 
chronicle the histories of their dirty bodies, 
poets warriors statesmen priests, each word each 
thought 
a new high-water mark of their complacency. 
rerum et 
Vergil lied. 
mentem mortalia tangunt. 
II. 
incontestably she was foolish, 
but sadness was on her lips. 
I sorrowed for her sorrow; 
and I pitied her dejection. 
her lips were small and strangely shaped, where her sadness lay 
on them. 
I longed to allay her grief. 
but that is all past, 




is an intricate composite 
of roast duck green peas fat plum pudding. 
Hydrocarbon Carbohydrate Protein 
swirl in sickening confusion. 
in the safety of her room Miss Arnheim 
belches to the tingling stars. 
she thinks no-one knows of 
her lapses from gentility. 
but God and His angels are still in the Rossetti tradition; 
they are immeasurably shocked. 
IV. 
she was small and warm 
and her hair was soft and live against my face; 
her lips were purple in the moon's shadow. 
and her eyes were white like milk. 
my heart was water before the softness of her mouth. 
V. 
my gentleman-friend 
is calling for me to-night. 
let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth; 
for his love is better than wine. 
we shall dance our sad flesh into a semblance of gaiety. 
my beloved is like a roe or a young hart. 
he's a sergeant in the army 
my gentleman-friend. 
VI. 
only the passion of life transfigures 
our dull mechanical souls, 
into momentary splendour. 
and what is more mechanical than passion? 
our gain is a hollow beneath the blind stars 
where we lie forgotten; 




There'll be no ending of the night 
When we are turned to earth, 
Again. 
And strange new hands 
Will hold the handle of the plough. 
We'll not know the breaking dawn 
And see the milk-wet mouths 
Of calves. 
The smell of leather won't come down 
Below the fields that bore our crops. 
Though the horses shuffle o'er our heads 
And the cold winds ride among the stars 
We'll not be riding, then; 
We'll just be sleeping there. 
K. H. BRADSHAW. 
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Miss Holden 
Self-smeared and daubed from vanity, 
The model of a chromium urbanity, 
Behold Miss Holden's sad insanity ! 
At eight p .m.-well primed to captivate­
She'll dine with George, and titivate, 
Her decorative culture thus to cultivate. 
She'll smirk and coo with voice insidious­
"The Blarthering-Jones are so fastidious-' 
"I tell you, dear, she's positively hideous!" 
My dear Miss Holden, must you ruinate 
And with the city's poisons vaccinate, 
In vain the monied George to fascinate? 
0 come from precincts-loud, conventional, 
The scandal, cocktails, sin intentional-· 
The snigger, cigarette and foppishness! 
Forget this damned snobbishness! 
Let's find a dewdrop in a flower, 
A wandering star at twilight hour-
A fantasy of Nature's dishes let us sip­
But wipe the lipstick from your lip, 
Miss Holden, the varnish from your finger tip. 
K. H. BRADSHAW. 
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The Thunder 
Smite the black tympanum of heaven, 
Ye drummer of the wild storm-legions! 
Hark! The tempest's roar is riven 
AB lightning rends the dark. From regions. 
Where, astride heaped crags of night, 
Furies contend, a sound is driven 
Like waves that flee in foam-lipped flight 
When within the conch's loud throat 
The typhoon-blast, in dread-toned might, 
Wakes the sea-god's hunting note. 
'Tis the voice of stars that meet 
In heav'n-jarring clasp; the thunder 
Of the lightning's flame-clad feet 
Trampling the tempest fabric under; 
Or the tortured air's long moan 
When the forest quelling pinions beat 
Of the mad hurricane; the groan 
Of a mountain that doth war 
With earthquake giants, overthrown­
The eagle's harbourer no more. 
Sound, ye Thunder! Roll thy clamour 
Down the deep night in wild career: 
With bolt-like blows of thy might hammer 
Rivet with stars heaven's dome. I hear 
Thy voice and in it merge my own. 
Oh, stormy spirit, that my frail stammer 
Were changed for thy tempestuous tone! 
The hurrying world of things and men, 
Ever in their swift cycle thrown, 
Though it heed not now, would be silent then~ 
ISHMAEL. 
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An Australian Anthology 
Preface. 
In a preface to "An Australasian Anthology" Mr. Serle says, 
"Little will be found that will answer to the description of Aus~ 
t r alian contemporary literature written by a local satirist some 
thirty years ago: 
'Whaler s, damper , swag and nosebag, Johnny cakes and billy~ 
t ea, 
Murrumburrah, Meremendicoowoke, Yoularbudgeree, 
Cattle-duffers, bold bush-rangers, diggers, drovers, bush race­
courses, 
And on all the other pages horses, horses, horses, horses.' 
There will be found, indeed, far more poems about trees than 
horses." 
Poor Mr. Serle! If there's one thing more done to death 
than horses in Australian poetry, its that self-same tree to which 
you now flee for r efuge. That this anthology should attempt to 
chop it from under you is a task as pleasant as it is necessary, 
for we have had ENOUGH. 
Since the days when Gordon wrote: 
"Bright blossoms are scentless 
And songless bright birds," 
poetic pens have poured a continuous stream in vindication of 
the glories of Australian flora and fauna. Bush choiristers 
innumerable have piped, chuckled, trilled, and sung; gums, 
backed by the wattle's gold,have waved their stark white limbs 
in the oak's very face; and the flowers-but why go on, the 
whole thing smells. 
Ecstatic marvelling at native peculiarities because they are 
our own, might well be left to small boys whose province it is. 
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If we could remember, just for a little, that this country is in­
habited by people with a stake in humanity as well as Aus­
tralia, then, I think, we might produce a poet worthy of the 
name. 
But enough of crusading. 
None of the poems included here have previously appeared 
in any anthology (or anywhere else, for that matter), and the 
fact that they are all the work of one man, myself, is quite 
incidental. 
From this selection I have excluded rigorously any poems 
showing the slightest adulatory tendency towards the tramp, 
the shearer, the stockrider (well or ill) , out West, out East, up 
North or down South, the wattle, waratah, gums, ferns or 
stinking-rodger. 
B. A. SHAW. 
:.!.(i 
_.Australia's First National Poem 
Is there no other thing 
Than gully, gum and wattles gilding? 
Must I sing 
Of dust, and tramps, and treeless arid plain, 
Of horses' pounding hooves, and tin-roof rain, 
Or bell-birds going Ding! Ding! Ding?· 
We do have hearts that burn the purer fire, 
And lusty breasts ablaze with hot desire; 
And all the sins of half a hundred years 
Here, too, can slake their bitterness in tears. 
But Lo! this fool 
Must ape from Lawson and the "Bulle." school, 
And that to Kendall flies. 
At hand there looms a modern, greater curse, 
·The sorry wretch enamoured of free verse. 
Australia sunk, arise! 
The joyous smile is not, as yet, denied 
To us on this Antipodean side. 
·Our lips can wreathe themselves in such a sneer 
As is employed in other, older, sphere. 
Hark, then, my native land! 
You've bought a soul with laughter, blood and tears; 
Make a stand 
For more than mere parochial paraphernalia 
·Of tr.ees et al. indigenous to Australia. 
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Answer to A Child's Prayer 
Give us, who mourn, the dark 
For rest from the blazing skies. 
Give us the tongue to remark 
Our thoughts on the ants and flies_ 
Give us when Chrismas rounds 
Rest from that trip to the sea, 
Burning abdominal mounds 
Bared so immodestly. 
Spare us the sniffling cold, 
And the Westerlies drear. 
Gimme, 0 , gimme the gold 
For my passage from here! 
Far from the nearest pub 
Sadly we waste the hours, 
Stuck in the bush, there's the rub,. 
Flesh that the bush devours. 
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'The Men From-­
There were murmurs at the Trades Hall for the word had got 
around 
That a man would have to sweat to earn his pay, 
And the Secretaries of Unions had heard the tocsins sound, 
And each declared him ready for the fray. 
All the tried and noted pleaders at the Arbitration Courts 
Had mustered in those precints overnight. 
They were primed to plead their injuries, and when it comes to 
torts, 
Well, they snuff that sort of battle with delight. 
There were-no need to name them, and besides it wouldn't do, 
For we do have laws for libel here you know, 
And although I mean no evil, still there's some might mis­
construe, 
And a libel suit is something of a blow. 
And one was there, a stripling, representing but a few. 
All the guns remarked, "You'd better stop away. 
We've received a dirty double-cross; we're raising a to-do, 
And we need the tried and trusted here to-day. 
But he stayed. They pled their cases to some rather legal chap, 
And they raged away about a broken vow, 
But they made a legal error. He was on it in a clap, 
And decided that he'd have to disallow. 
'Then their hearts were sorely troubled, and they knew not what 
to say. 
Some still doubted if they'd heard his words aright. 
.And the leader muttered fiercely , "We may bid our jobs good­
day 
If we take this lying down-but, dare we fight?" 
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Then this, up till now, neglected stripling lifted from his seat, 
And he strode three paces forth, serene of brow, 
And he stood before his honour, and he told him short and sweet,. 
That he thought he was a silly something cow. 
When he heard this awful sacrilege, his honour took a pull­
The silence made the boldest hold his breath-
As burning flush suffused his face, the very court seemed full 
Of hangman's noose and other forms of death. 
The angry cops came flying in from some near-by retreat, 
They rushed to mow him down from every side, 
But the cause of this commotion never shifted from his feet, 
It was grand to see him kick the cops aside. 
Over railing, bench and table (which he cleared in a bound), 
Down the court-room, then, a hurdle-race he sped, 
And he only paused a second, to be sure the doors were sound ' 
As he bolted them behind him, ere he fled. 
And down in W oolloongabba, into dank and secret lairs, 
Came the law to probe around with horrid zest. 
All along Spring Hill's alleys they made search for him (in• 
pairs), 
Till at last they'd had enough, and gave it best. 
Some official shelved the matter; thus he faded from the scene.. 
All too soon the world forgot his bold dissent; 
But the horny-handed workers keep his memory ever green, 
For their union funds were with him when he went. 
B. A. SHAW.. 
30 
King Alfred's Prose 
The conclusion to his version of the Cura Pastoralis 
of Pope Gregory the Great-from the Anglo-Saxon. 
This is now the stream of water that the Lord of Hosts. 
promised as a solace to the dwellers on earth; he said he would 
that the living stream ever flow from within in plenty on 
those who believed, in the world under heaven. There is. 
little doubt that the spring of this water is in the kingdom 
of heaven, and that it is namely the Holy Ghost; thence have 
drawn it the holy and chosen, and afterwards, through the 
grace of God, they have made it ready (so we hear through 
holy books), to be scattered here on earth in many ways among 
the hearts of men. Some in their minds dam up the stream of 
wisdom, and with their lips imprison it, so that unused it floweth 
not out; but through the grace of God the well abideth deep 
and still within the breasts of men. Some are who let it flow 
away in streams over the landscape; this is a thing not advis­
able, that water so clear should run babbling and shallow 
through the fields until it becometh a fen. 
But draw now and drink of the well of God which Gregory 
has set at your door. Fill with it the vessels you have brought 
hither, provided they be sound; come again quickly. And if 
any man should bring to this stream a leaky bottle, let him 
with haste repair it, lest he scatter the clearest of water until 
the drink of life be lost to him. 
R. PRIESTLEY. 
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Once in the village of Lunava lived a lunatic who was madly· 
in love with a reaping-hook. 
It was bright steel and smooth wood; a clean curved shape.. 
He used to hold it in his hand a hundred different ways; feel the · 
sweet balance of it, swing it, stroke its smoothness; sweep it low· 
over the earth and smile at the sound of it in the grass. Some­
times he would spring his arched brown finger against his thumb, . 
and flick the blade to hear it ring. To him it was a thing of 
endless mystery and beauty. He was in love with it. 
''Bundah," that's what the villagers used to call him, "poor 
Bundah" or "mad Bundah." Bundah used to spend whole days . 
with his lovely reaping-hook. In the early morning, when most . 
of the village was still stretching and scratching and rubbing 
itself awake, he would stroll through it with mild meaningless 
words for everyone he met, smiling on his way to the places ; 
where the grass grew. In the evening he would come home 
again to his hut, swinging his reaping-hook in his hands. 
One day he found a fine plot of grass quite near his hut. He 
had been idly swinging and circling his reaping-hook against the 
strong young stems for an hour or more, when a little boy of · 
the village come up behind him. "Hi, Bundah!" he yelled as 
loudly and as shrilly as he could. 
Bundah dropped the reaping-hook and swung round, eyes · 
and mouth open in alarm. "Bundah," said the boy, "your grand­
mother wants you to help her with something. She said come · 
quick." The boy made a hideous face, and a noise to match, and 
ran away. Bundah walked slowly home, dazed and unhappy, 
leaving his reaping-hook on the grass in the sun. That was why · 
he was unhappy, but he didn't know. 
Now, Bundah loved his grandmother. She had been kind ' 
and good to him ever since one black year when malaria came · 
to the village, and his mother and father died. That was a black : 
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year for poor Bundah, but it was a good one, too, because it was 
then that he found "Katti." That was the name he gave to his 
reaping-hook. Of course, he did not love his grandmother as 
much as Katti, but still he loved her a great deal, and he liked 
helping her and talking to her. She was the only one who would 
listen to his words. 
When Bundah had finished helping his grandmother, he felt 
terrible, and when she asked him what was the matter, all he 
could do was look at her and smile and turn away. He gazed 
down at his feet and at his brown legs; then held out his hands 
and turned them over sadly, thinking fragments of everything; 
remembering and thinking and feeling wretched. He closed his 
-hands watching the sinews move under the skin, and slowly 
!'ltretched them open again. 
"Katti!" That was it! He couldn't breathe. "Katti lying 
out in the field!" He ran screaming out of the house, and did not 
·stop till he came to where Katti was lying on the grass in the 
sun. There he squatted down slowly, and stretched out his long 
fingers to the blade. It was hot. Burning. That was how his 
mother and father had been before they died. Hot like that, and 
-dry. 
Bundah sat down on the earth and wept. He just sat and 
wept through his brown fingers. "Katti," he said again and 
again, "Katti, Katti," swaying his body backwards and forwards. 
Now, it happened that very soon, a rich man of the village 
came walking that way. He was the richest man in the village. 
-He owned the tavern, he owned coconut trees, and bullock carts, 
and houses. He used to buy hundreds of seemingly useless things, 
and the people who did not know him laughed; but those who 
knew him shook their heads sadly, and spat. They knew that 
before long, the people would be wanting the very things he had 
-bought; and they knew that he would make them pay; perhaps 
lend them money for the purpose. They shook their heads. 
Well, this man saw poor Bundah in the dust, and he said, 
·"What's the matter, brother?" He was a very sympathetic man; 
it was good for business. "What's the matter?" he said. "Why 
·do you weep?" But Bundah could only sway backwards and 
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forwards and say, "Katti, Katti! My Katti has fever; she will~ 
die!" 
Now the rich man's brain was quick enough for business 
men, but it was not nearly quick enough for the mind of a lunatic, 
and so even when Bundah pointed at the reaping-hook, it was a 
long time before the rich man understood. At last, he did, and 
wanted to laugh, but he had learnt better. 
He thought for some time, and then said, "Brother, have you 
any rupees in that belt of yours?'' He missed no opportunities, 
this rich man; that was his rule. Well, as a matter of fact, 
Bundah did have some rupees in his belt. He had seen his grand-­
mother counting them one night, and had admired them so much 
that she had dropped three of the cold, bright discs into his hand. 
"No one will take them from him," she had thought, "and he likes · 
them too much to lose them." 
"Yes," said Bundah, "I have rupees." 
"Good," said the rich man, "then stop crying and listen to­
me." He did not know yet, quite what he was going to do, but 
he began to think hard. Have you ever noticed how a business 
man on the watch for the chance of profit looks like a monkey 
searching for fleas? That's how the rich man looked: grave, per­
plexed, very wise. 
Suddenly he smiled, and his face ran full of neat lines like 
a ledger. "Brother," he said, "I am a doctor. Give me your 
rupees, and I shall surely cure Katti." 
Well, Bundah took his hands from his face, and stopped 
swaying. When he gave the rupees to the rich man, he almost 
smiled with hope, and the rich man smiled, too, as his hand closed 
on the coins, softly, automatically. 
"Listen," he said. "You go down to the river where the earth 
is cool and the colour of your skin. When you get there, dig a 
hole six feet long, and six feet wide, and six feet deep. Bury 
Katti, and in three days and three hours, dig her up. There will 
be no fever." He got up, bowed and walked away, dreaming 
rupees and cents. 
Well, Bundah did as the rich man had told him, and went' 
home to his grandmother. When he told her what had' happened, 
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·.she was not angry, not with Bundah anyway; she just shook her 
.head. 
Poor Bundah nearly died, waiting for the time to pass. He 
loved and feared as only a lunatic can. He did not eat nor sleep 
,nor speak. He just sat and stared. His heart was pumping pea 
soup, and breathing hurt him. 
When the time came, he looked like a man three days dead, 
but he picked up the spade and ran down to the river where the 
earth was cool and the colour of his skin. 
He dug and dug, although he was almost too ti;red to see, and 
at last he came to Katti. He laid her against his cheek. Ah! 
.how cool she was, how cool! 
Bundah was mad with joy. He leapt and bounded and 
laughed all over the countryside, with Katti in his hand. But 
nobody really knows what he did to express his joy, because a 
sudden fear spread among the people, and they hid in their huts. 
Of course this was a really silly thing to do, because Bundah 
was the mildest man on earth. He did try to kill a man once, 
but that was only out of the kindness of his heart. It was his 
cousin whom the police were after for the theft of some coco­
nuts. He had come to hide with Bundah and his grandmother, 
and looked so sad, and talked so wildly, that Bundah wanted to 
cut him up small, and hide him around the house. 
In time, however, Bundah went back to his own happy tran­
quillity with Katti and his grandmother. 
No one could have had a life freer from trouble, till one year, 
after a bad season, malaria came again. His grandmother gqt it, 
and grew weaker and weaker. No one came to the house to help, 
because they were all ill, or afraid of falling ill. Bundah tried to 
make his grandmother feel better, and was almost as anxious 
and compassionate as when Katti had taken her fever from the 
sun, but he could do little. 
One night his grandmother was very ill. She was talking 
wildly, and tossing in a high fever. Bundah did not know what 
to do. He could not even pour water between her lips. 
Gradually something began to stir in the back of his mind. 
·It moved, and stopped, and moved again. Bundah somehow knew 
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it was something important; but he felt afraid. He did not want 
to notice it. Still it moved and moved like a crab scuttling and 
grating in his skull. Bundah looked all round the room; at the 
·earthen pots, at the thatch, at the shaft of moonlight slanting; 
at the little oil lamp, even at Katti. It was no good; the crab was 
.still there in his skull, starting, scuttling. He began talking to 
himself and smiling, but the sweat of fear was all over his body, 
he was so near knowing and remembering. 
Ah! He remembered now; now he knew! Now was there 
.anything to fear? He drew in great breaths of relief. Some hand 
had been clutching him, some voice whispering anxiety in his 
ear. Why had he been afraid? Nothing uncertain now. How 
clear everything was, how soothing. 
He lifted up his grandmother in his arms, and walked about 
the room with her, smiling. Then he went through the little door 
into the night. The night was cool and very still, and it was a 
comfort walking. 
After a time he came to the l'iver where the earth was cool 
and the colour of his skin. He dug a hole six feet wide and six 
feet long and six feet deep; and he laid his poor grandmother 
in it, and laid the cool dark earth over her body. 
Then he went back to his house. It was almost like the time 
he had buried Katti, he loved his grandmother so much. His 
heart kept pumping pea soup. He was miserable. 
At the end of three days and three hours, he ran down to the 
river again, where the earth was cool and the colour of his skin. 
He spaded the dark earth off his grandmother, and laid her cheek 
against his. She was cool, so cool. 
He lay back on the soft earth till the dawn broke, thinking 
of Katti and his grandmother. 
When the two policemen came in the morning, to take him 
away, he didn't know what to do. He simply couldn't under­
stand. 




K. A. BRADSHA W. 
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Las Desastras Qe La Guerra 
Goya Etchings. 
In the year 1808 Napoleon's troops began to pour into peace­
ful Spain, which, for nearly a century, had known no war. 
Whether Napoleon would have lifted Spain out of the chaos 
she was in, no one knows; the Spaniards did not know or care, 
but resisted desperately in the War of the Spanish Independ­
ence, which raged for six years. 
It was this war, one of the bloodiest in history, which, in 
1820, inspired old Goya, deaf, broken and embittered, an exile 
from his country, to bring into being his unforgettable series of · 
etchings, "Las Desastras de la Guerra." 
Goya saw the horrors of war with an impartial, piercing, 
and relentless eye, and depicted them, not with dull realism, 
but with the frightful phantasy of nightmares and deliriums, 
so much more real than realism itself. 
The power of his portrayal lies in the diametrical opposi­
tion of black and white, light and shade, the diagonal con­
struction lines, and the violent distortion of forms. 
The common picture of the ravages of war, is a catalogue · 
of separate horrors; it is analytical like a simile. Goya's pic­
tures are flashing metaphors, single symbols presenting 
complex emotions, and thoughts, as the view-finder of a camera 
presents an image sharp and intensified, of a prospect too wide· 
for the eye to apprehend. 
Some critics are inclined to disparage him as too pictorial, 
too descriptive, not sufficiently abstract. This is shallow con­
demnation, for though as a man he was probably stirred by · 
the human aspect of the scenes, it was as forms that they ap­
pealed to his artistic sense, and it is as forms often, that they 
move us most. Perhaps this is why they assault us like flashes 
of lightning, and leave such a bright and painful after-image· 
on the retina of the mind. 
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Goya did not depict many scenes of the battle field. He· 
chose rather, to reveal those concomitants of war which are· 
usually, out of delicacy no doubt, so exquisitely soft-pedalled. 
The massacre of defenceless peasants, the rape of women, . 
children abandoned, pillage, famine, and morbid brutality. 
"Barbaros!" he wrote under an etching of three men in the · 
act of mutilating another whom they have bound to a tree. 
Here his passionate hatred of cruelty blazes forth. 
Sometimes he was filled with pity for men who "know not . 
what they do,'' as in a later engraving showing a man vomiting 
black blood before pitching headlong on to a heap of corpses. 
"Para eso habeis nacido ?" is his sorrowful question, "Is this . 
what you were born for?" 
Under another picture he wrote, "Y son fieras," "They are 
like wild beasts." Here we see the paradox of war, and the · 
strange transformation worked by it. Men and women are · 
in demoniacal conflict. One woman is lying in tragic grace, 
dying on the ground, another is hurling a stone; a third, the · 
most beautiful, the most feminine, is running a pike through 
the stomach of a soldier while she holds her child behind her · 
back; the men are brutal, implacable, sure of ultimate success. 
Many of his pictures show that he had at times, a certain · 
sadistic delight in slaughter and rape. He was like the man in 
Plato, who, seeing the corpses of certain felons rotting in the 
city ditch, felt in himself such a conflict of fascination and· 
repulsion, that at length he ran to the spot, propping his eye­
lids apart and crying: "Take your fill you wretches, since you 
must have it so!" 
Most often, however, his scorn and contempt for mankind 
were too strong for pity, love or righteous anger. At such 
times he expressed plastically, what Ezra Pound expresses ; 
poetically in his "Meditatio": 
"When I carefully consider the curious habits of dogs, 
I am compelled to conclude 
That man is the superior animal. 
When I consider the curious habits of man 
I confess, my friend, I am puzzled." 
R. A. BEVEN.. 
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Literature and the Market Place 
The English literature tradition is a valuable heritage, but 
it cannot remain a matter of indifference to us that it is inac­
cessible to the mass of the people. "Let the whole world perish, 
so long as I can drink my tea," has been the attitude of so-called 
artists for too long. It is dodging the issue to say that people 
prefer "The Turf Guide" and "True Love Stories" to literature. 
Experience in Russia has shown that the spread of literacy pro· 
vides an opportunity as well as a danger, and that the masses 
can appreciate literature, if it is related to their lives. 
What if it should prove that the unpopularity of literature 
in our country is the fault of the artists? Writers have locked 
themselves in ivory opium dens, and cannot complain because 
the world has left them to· the contemplation of their own 
·novels. It is significant that the most influential writers in 
English letters to-day are Decadents-Aldous Huxley, James 
.Joyce, D. H. Lawrence. They have exhausted their themes, and 
have nothing better to do than examining manure heaps with a 
·microscope. As a past editor of Galmahra expressed it, 
"Thoughts are now stale with the weight of centuries of learned 
scholarship. Life is like that portrayed in the pages of Juvenal, 
where is painted a life of hideous hopelessness, of superb taste, 
·of spent creative power, of wonderful technical skill wasted on 
details of artistry from which the art is lost, of dead themes 
wrought into wonderful forms, of vice polished into a refin~ 
ment of evil that shines like putresence." These Decadents 
·exalt the study of the individual, but forget that this does not 
lead to the growth of personality, as man is a social animal. In 
·our time, when so many are struggling for bread, and millions 
are fighting for their lives, the free expression of human person­
ality in human relations is fake art. Literature must find in the 
market place the factory, the office, the school, not only its 
audience but also its themes, for there the most significant 
-events of the day are taking place. As Freeman says in "Pro­
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letarian Literature": "In an era of better class wars, such as . 
ours, party programmes, collective actions, class purposes, when. 
they are enacted in life, themselves become experiences--experi­
ences so great, so far-reaching, so all-inclusive, that, as experi­
ences, they transcend flirtations and autumn winds and stars . 
and nightingales and getting drunk in Paris cafes." Literature 
may be read with both feet on the mantlepiece, but it cannot 
be written from that attitude. Social and political themes are 
more significant to-day than the study of the sub-conscious or · 
the reaction of individuals to Nature. Personal sensations, . 
emotion and conduct are not interesting when there are bigger 
themes crying for attention. 
We should not accept present-day values as the basis for a . 
critical theory of art. Galsworthy is a glaring example of those 
who accept the pursuit of private gain as the end of existence. 
His novels are all about money-about people who have money 
or have lost money or want money. The masturbatory cult of 
art for art's sake is an attempted reaction from this bourgeois 
attitude to life that ends by accepting bourgeois standards. In a 
society organised on a purely profit-making basis, the artist 
finds he is not wanted. He must assert his right to communicate 
his own experience, or reply to society's lack of responsibility 
to him by denying that he and his work have any responsibility 
to society. 
What then is the nature and function of literature? "Litera­
ture is the presentation of aspects of human experience in such 
a way as to produce a pattern out of the apparent chaos of ­
human life, and so help to a better organisation and under- · 
standing of the facts of our existence." 
How does literature come into being? "Creation is a degree 
of tension reached in the work of the memory at which the · 
speed of its working draws from the reserves of knowledge and 
impressions the most salient and characteristic facts, pictures, 
details, and renders them into the most precise, vivid and in­
telligible words." Poetry, which is the fixation of sensory 
images in words, summarises the world of emotion in its own 
peculiar way. But these emotions are in themselves experiences · 
of the social-historical man, and are conditioned by his experi- · 
ences as a member of either the exploiting or exploited class. 
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Most people are agreed that the £unction of literature is the 
-transmission of experience; but, in the past, there has been a 
narrow interpretation of what experience is. It has been con­
fined to the emotions of the parasitic class-personal emotions. 
This is why literature has become barren: it has confined itself 
to themes that are not experience to the mass of the people, 
.struggling to save themselves being made in the image of 
machines, trying to create a better social system, or merely 
looking forward without hope to the time an air-raid reaches 
them. To most working-class women, the rent is the most im­
portant event in the week, and there are few workmen to whom 
the manager is not more important than God. It is useless to 
.say these are false values; they are not false to these people, 
and values are only relative. When these masses become 
articulate, it does not need a decree from Moscow to make them 
write about factories, strikes, political discussions. No artist of 
any sensibility will be content to explore his own ego while 
the world is in process of transformation or annihilation. If he 
joins the Proletarian Party, he will not communicate party 
theses, but the experience out of which these theses arose, as 
Sholokhov did in "And Quiet Flows the Don." Charles New­
man does not tell us that there are eleven million unemployed 
in the U.S.A., and none in the U.S.S.R.: he translates it into 
experience:­
"The lamp pokes out of the dark street 
A bare toe from a torn shoe. 
He stands, at the age of twenty-two, in the shadows. 
He thinks he is worthless, 
What has he done that men will be glad to remember him by? 
His friend's humour hides a sneer: 
''On the barricades, comrade, you will be good enough to stop a 
bullet.' 
And his girl: 
"You make me happy. I love you. 
That's all I care about, dear." 
But, unhappy between kiss and kiss, 
What is there to do? 
-Eleanora Sack is a shock-brigadier, 
'She is twenty-two and constructs blast furnaces in the Ukraine. 
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·she is beautiful, too. She directs a crew of twenty men 
.And they melt iron and puddle steel for the people of Ukraine." 
It must not be imagined that human experience is change­
less and universal. The life, the thought, the experience, the 
emotion of a mediaeval serf was different from that of an 
Elizabethan handicraftsman, an eighteenth century factory 
worker, or a 1939 University student. The Greeks of the slave­
owning class had more in common with each other than with any 
one of the Romantic poets. Love, anger, hatred, fear, the desire 
to please, to pose, to mystify, even vanity and self-love may be 
universal motiv~s, but the form they take and the factors which 
arouse them are class-conditioned. 
"When socially-owned machines will be the slaves of men 
instead of men being the slaves of privately-owned machines, 
we may begin to think seriously about a pure art. Until that 
time, art cannot help being, consciously or unconsciously, class 
art." 
Until artists realise the significance of mass movements, 
they will remain baffled solitaries. They should leave James 
Joyce tracing the sub-conscious of an unimportant individual 
through the brothels, pothouses and lavatories of Dublin. They 
should leave him, and try to catch the vision of those who can 
conceive "how men in the Soviet Union, even poets, may be 
moved more by the vast transformation of an entire people from 
darkness to light, from poverty to security, from weakness to 
strength, from bondage to freedom, than by their own personal 
-sensations as loafers or lovers." 
L. WHITE. 
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